Survival and Tactical Knives
Jungle Survival Training
Survival Gear

Since 1997

OUR KNIVES ARE PROUDLY MADE IN THE U.S.A. BY ROWEN MANUFACTURING - IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO
Since 1997, Randall's Adventure & Training™ (RAT™) has designed no-nonsense, affordable field knives specifically targeted to military, law enforcement and the Special Operations Community. RAT knives serve in the combat zones of Iraq, Afghanistan and other remote areas around the world. RAT Cutlery also sets the standard for many local, state and federal law enforcement officers when it comes to high performance, compact sheath knives with multiple carry options.

RAT Cutlery knives are truly born in the field. Mike Perrin and Jeff Randall have spent years tromping through the jungles of Central and South America, as well as other locations around the world. During that time, they've been involved in numerous survival training and jungle expeditions in cooperation with personnel from the Peruvian Air Force Special Forces and the ESSEL Training Group, as well as leading their own operations. RAT also has extensive experience working for film crews such as the Travel Channel, BNN Productions, and Robert Young Pelton's "World's Most Dangerous Places."

No Questions Asked Warranty. If you screw it up, send it back and we'll replace it. Warranty is transferable. In other words, we warranty the knife no matter how many times it's been traded, sold or given away. We do not ask for a sales receipt, date of purchase or where you bought the knife - no fine print and no hassles. We do not guarantee against rust or normal wear and tear.

Our knives are manufactured from high carbon 1095 steel, and while 1095 is an excellent choice for professional cutlery designed for hard use, it will rust if not properly cared for, especially on the cutting edge and around the laser engraving. It is the owner’s responsibility to keep the blade properly lubricated and cleaned.

RAT only guarantees and offers customer service on knives built by RAT Cutlery Company and does not guarantee or offer any customer service for knives that are manufactured by any other company, regardless of the misuse of our trademarks.
RC-5 SERE

Designed By Military SERE Instructors As A Hard-Use Downed Pilot's Survival Knife.

SPECS:
- Overall Length: 10.88"
- Blade Length: 5.25"
- Thickness: .25"
- Steel: 1095 Carbon
- Finish: Textured Powder Coat
- Blade Width: 1.56"
- Grind: Flat
- Weight (Knife Only): 16 Ounces
- Handles: Canvas Micarta
- Sheathing: MOLLE Compatible Cordura
- Features: Glass Breaker, Bow Drill Divot, Spine: Thumb Grippers

RC-5P (Black Blade, Plain Edge)
RC-5S (Black Blade, Partially Serrated)
RC-5P-OD (OD Blade, Plain Edge)
RC-5S-OD (OD Blade, Partially Serrated)
Add -B (Black), -DT (Tan), -OD (OD) For Sheath Color

NEW FOR 2009!

RAT FIRE KIT

The RAT Fire Kit is a “last-ditch” fire starter and mini survival kit container. The watertight capsule has plenty of storage space for tinder, fishhooks, line and other essential survival tools. The Fire Kit can be clipped to a belt or vest, carried in your pack or put in the glove box of your vehicle. Its small size and light weight make it an essential survival tool for hikers, adventurers, campers, hunters or anyone else who ventures into the wilds.

PART #: FIRE KIT

Weight: 2.5 Ounces
Size: 1.0” Diameter x 4.25” Long
Replaceable Flint Rod
Mil-Spec Anodized Finish

Cap Accepts A Standard 20mm Button Compass (User Supplied)
RC-3
The Industry Standard In Law Enforcement
And Special Team Sheath Knives

Sheath System
(Shown w/ Optional MOLLE Back)

RC-3P (Plain Edge, Black Blade, Coyote Brown Sheath)
RC-3S (Partially Serrated, Black Blade, Coyote Brown Sheath)
RC-3PM (Plain Edge, Black Blade, Rounded Pommel, Coyote Brown Sheath)
RC-3SM (Partially Serrated, Black Blade, Rounded Pommel, Coyote Brown Sheath)
All Standard RC-3 Knives Ship With MOLLE Lock Attachments And Boot Clip
To Add Cordura MOLLE Backs Add -MB To Item #
For OD Blades w/ Orange Handles Add -OD To Item # (OD Knives Ship w/ Black Sheaths)
For Desert Tan Blades Add -DT To Item # (Desert Tan Knives Ship w/ Foliage Green Sheaths)

RC-3 SPECS:

O.A. Length: 8.31” (Standard Model)
O.A. Length: 8.19” (Modified Pommel)
Cutting Edge Length: 3.38”
O.A. Blade Length: 3.88”
Maximum Thickness: .125”
Weight: 5.2 Ounces (Knife Only)
Weight: 9.3 Ounces (Knife w/ Sheath)
Sheath: Molded

MEMBER TESTED and RECOMMENDED
SPECS:

Overall Length: 9.0”
Cutting Edge Length: 4.1”
Blade Length: 4.5”
Blade Width: 1.25”
Weight (Knife Only): 7.4 ounces
Drop Point Blade Style
Maximum Thickness: .188”
1095 Carbon Steel - 57 Rc.
Removable Lined Micarta Handles
Rounded Pommel w/ Lanyard Hole
Ambidextrous Kydex Sheath
MOLLE Locks, Lanyard And Cord Lock

RC-4P (Plain Edge, Black Blade, MOLLE Locks)
RC-4S (Partially Serrated, Black Blade, MOLLE Locks)
To Add Cordura MOLLE Backs Add - MB To Item #
For OD Blades w/ Orange Handles Add -OD To Item #
For Desert Tan Blades Add -DT To Item #
All Standard RC-4 Knives (Without MOLLE Back Option) Ship With MOLLE Lock Attachments
RC-6
Survival Knife

NEW FOR 2009!

SPECs:

Overall Length: 11.75"
Cutting Edge Length: 5.75"
Overall Blade Length: 6.50"
Blade Width: 1.56"
Weight (Knife Only): 11.8 Ounces
Drop Point Blade, Full Flat Grind
Plain Or Partially Serrated Edge
Maximum Thickness: .188"
1095 Carbon Steel, 57 Rc.
Removable Lined Micarta Handles
Rounded Pommel w/ Lanyard Hole

RC-6P (Plain Edge, MOLLE Locks, Coyote Brown Molded Sheath)
RC-6S (Partially Serrated, MOLLE Locks, Coyote Brown Molded Sheath)

To Add Cordura MOLLE Backs Add · MB To Item #
IZULA
Survival Kit / Concealed Carry Knife

Where did the name IZULA come from?

The locals in the Amazon call the meanest, most aggressive ant in the jungle “Isula” (spelled with an “s”). We know it as the Bullet Ant. The Bullet Ant is known to be independent, tough, light on its feet, and a real aggressive survivor. The IZULA knife is built the same way. The IZULA is built to be a perfect survival kit or concealed carry knife.

Amazon Jungle Isula Ant
On RAT Cutlery Izula Knife

Injection Molded Sheath
Made In The U.S.A.

Can Be Ordered As A Complete System!

PART # (Knife And Sheath Only)
IZULA-B (Black)
IZULA-DT (Desert Tan)
IZULA-OD (Olive Drab)
IZULA-P (Pink)

PART # (Complete Kit)
IZULA-B-KIT (Black)
IZULA-DT-KIT (Desert Tan)
IZULA-OD-KIT (Olive Drab)
IZULA-P-KIT (Pink)

Complete Kit Includes:
Black Molded Sheath
ParaCord & Cord Lock
Large Split Ring
Small Split Ring
Ferro Fire Starting Rod
Emergency Whistle
Plastic Snap Hook
MOLLE Lock Kit

IZULA SPECS:
Overall Length: 6.25"
Blade Length: 2.63"
Thickness: .155"
Steel: 1095 Carbon
Weight: 2 Ounces w/o Sheath
Finish: Textured Powder Coat
Grind: Flat
Sheathing: Molded
Pommel: Carabiner Hole
RC-3MIL
Tactical Knife

NEW FOR 2009!

SPECS:
RC-3MIL-P (Plain Edge)
RC-3MIL-S (Partially Serrated Edge)
Pommel: Sharpened Punch
O.A. Length: 8.31"
Cutting Edge Length: 3.38"
O.A. Blade Length: 3.88"
Maximum Thickness: .125"
Weight: 5.2 Ounces (Knife Only)
Weight: 9.3 Ounces (Knife w/ Sheath)
Sheath: Molded Foliage Green w/ MOLLE Back
Handles: Green Canvas Micarta

Originally available for law enforcement and military purchase only, the RC-3MIL is now available for individual purchase.

Law Enforcement Only

Licensed Vendor

Our agency knives are engraved and specially priced for the agents and employees of the designated agency. These knives are not for sale to the general public and are not offered for sale on our site or through our dealer network. Currently, we are engraving all knives listed in this catalog. If you are a law enforcement officer, then contact us about special pricing and engraving for your agency.

RAT Cutlery Company is a United States Federal Government contractor registered in the Dept. of Defense CCR System. CAGE Code, DUNS number, TAX I.D. and other critical information is available upon request. If you are a procurement officer for the military or a federal, state, or local government agency in need of a quote, please send RFQ via email to: jeff@ratcutlery.com or call (256) 527-2808.
RANDALL’S ADVENTURE & TRAINING
Real Survival Knives - Real Survival Training

Randall’s Adventure and Training (RAT) is the recognized leader when it comes to jungle survival training. As a professional survival training team and hard-use gear manufacturer, RAT understands the unique needs of personnel operating in jungle environments. If your project or operation requires the best in jungle training or gear, or if you’re an individual interested in learning how to survive under adverse conditions, then contact us to become part of our next scheduled training session. Visit www.jungletraining.com for more information.